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Automatic Aircraft Detection and Classification in
Cluttered Environments

Marcus Hammond, Jose Padial

Abstract—A vision-based system for detecting and classifying
moving obstacles in a cluttered environment using a single camera
mounted on a small unmanned aerial vehicle is presented. Feature
correspondences between successive image frames are found
using the SIFT algorithm, and a model of the background motion
is generated by Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC). The
transformed frames are then differenced to produce a clean image
of any objects moving relative to the background. These object
silhouettes are then classified as airplane vs. non-airplane in order
to reject false positives and to improve obstacle state-estimation
information.

Index Terms— UAV, See and Avoid, RANSAC, SIFT, SVM

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) currently
prohibits Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) from op-

erating in the National Air Space (NAS), despite a number
of potentially valuable civil UAV applications. The primary
reasons cited by the FAA are safety concerns, especially the
lack of reliable “See and Avoid” systems. While UAVs can
be flown along pre-planned trajectories using navigation aids
such as GPS, their ability to respond to emergent situations
involving unexpected obstacles poses a serious problem.

A special class of UAVs is Small UAVs (SUAV). Their
low cost makes them attractive for a number of applications,
ranging from crop monitoring to meteorological surveying,
while their light weight and small size makes them less of
a safety concern than their heavier cousins. In this regard,
they may be easier to legalize than larger unmanned systems,
as crashes pose less of a danger. However, their small size
also puts them at a disadvantage when it comes to sensing.
These aircraft are payload and power limited, while sensors
like RADAR and LIDAR are expensive, heavy, and power-
hungry. Vision-based sensors, however, are cheap, lightweight,
and low-power. For these reasons, it is desirable to be able to
sense and avoid obstacles using vision-based systems.

An effective “See and Avoid” system comprises of a number
of distinct capabilities. UAVs must be able to:

• Detect obstacles
• Identify the type of obstacle
• Track the obstacle (if moving)
• Maneuver as necessary to avoid collision
This paper focuses on the first two capabilities. There are a

number of open-source algorithms that track user-defined im-
age features very well. Additionally, much work has been done
on optimal means for avoiding collision between aircraft given
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a measurement of the interloping craft’s state.[11] If a UAV
can automatically detect and identify obstacles without human
intervention, the tracking and avoidance can be accomplished
by these preexisting systems.

II. RELATED WORK

McGee et al provide a UAV obstacle avoidance strategy that
relies on sky segmentation to detect obstacles.[1] A colored
hot air balloon is detected after the sky is segmented from
the image. This works well for relatively clear sky. However,
when the sky becomes further cluttered by clouds, or if the
viewpoint of the potential obstacle is downward such that the
background of the obstacle relative to observer is ground, this
method would be insufficient.

Much work has been done in the field of object classification
from binary images. Early work in Fourier Descriptors by
Zahn and Roskies found a clever approach to object recog-
nition by consideration of the frequency domain.[7]. More
recently, the work of Belongie et al. in the development of the
Shape Context handles classification from binary images.[6]
The Shape Context method seeks to classify objects by
encoding coarse shape distribution information. The object
boundary is coarsely sampled, and then for each point along
the boundary a 2D histogram is generated that measures the
polar location of all other boundary points relative to the
reference point. This method is the backbone concept of our
Nose-Centroid-Tail Polar (NCT-Polar) feature descriptor.

III. AUTOMATIC DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF
AIRCRAFT (ADCA)

A. Detection

Open-source feature tracking algorithms such as the Preda-
tor Algorithm [10] do a very good job at tracking user-defined
features in real time. They can even handle partial occlusions
and features leaving and re-entering the frame. However, in
order for a UAV to use such a technology, it must be able
to detect the objects it wishes to track automatically, without
human intervention. For stationary cameras, moving objects
in the foreground can be distinguished from the unchanging
background by simple frame differencing. However, UAV-
mounted cameras are constantly moving. This motion is
inconsequential if the background is flat. Naive differencing
will still detect moving objects. However, if the background
is cluttered, the moving camera will produce a large number
of false positives, detecting a moving “foreground” image
every place there is an edge in the background image. Since
SUAVs operate in low-altitude, cluttered environments, this is
the problem that we wished to address.
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1) Initial attempt: Feature-based Sparse Optical Flow: Our
first approach to this problem was to use a technique similar
to optical flow.[8] SIFT features were detected in successive
images and matching was performed using the vlfeat computer
vision library. The features’ “optical flow” velocity was then
calculated as the change in x and y - locations of the features
between frames. The critical assumption to segmenting out the
moving background using this method was that the obstacle
would be moving “differently” than the background. In our
first pass at the problem, the metric used was simple flow
velocity magnitude. Any features moving faster than twice the
average feature velocity was assumed to be part of an obstacle.
Results can be seen in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Fast-Moving Matches. Note false positive where similar features
were erroneously matched

Once these fast-moving matches were detected, they were
automatically grouped together into objects based on prox-
imity in 4-D position and velocity space. Object “centers
of mass” were calculated through K-means clustering, and
regions of interest were defined around these points. These
regions of interest could then be averaged to smooth out any
high frequency background content while trying to preserve
the edges of the foreground.

This method worked reasonably well for averaging between
two successive frames, but had difficulty registering images
when trying to average over more than two frames. This is
due to the fact that there is no guarantee that the same SIFT
matches will be present between successive frame pairs, even
for the same object. While this method still may have some
potential use, it was eventually abandoned in favor of the
approach described next.

2) Learning a Background Model with RANSAC: To detect
moving aircraft against a cluttered background it became
apparent that we would like to generate a model of how we
expect the background to change from frame to frame, as the
camera moves through the environment. In practice, a UAV
would have a high-quality estimate of its own motion based on
onboard inertial sensing or GPS, and could generate a model
based on that. For our experiments, we did not have this data,
so instead needed to fit a model to successive images. The

challenge lied in not wanting the outlying features detected
(the moving airplane) to skew the fit of the background model.
This is an ideal scenario for Random Sample Consensus
(RANSAC).[3] RANSAC uses a least squares estimation to
fit a model to groups of randomly selected feature matches. It
then chooses a model that fits a large number of the features
while rejecting outliers.

The same SIFT matches found in the first method were
given to the RANSAC algorithm to produce an affine image
transformation. Perspective models were also explored, but
small camera motion along with lens distortion produced ill-
conditioned matrices, resulting in poorer results than the affine
model. The affine transformation was then applied to the
previous image in the pair and then image subtraction was
performed.

B. Classification
The aircraft classification method presented here operates on

binary silhouette images of potential aircraft. Two new aircraft
feature descriptors are introduced. Both measure spatial distri-
bution of silhouette boundary points. The first descriptor is the
Nose-Centroid-Tail Polar (NCT-Polar) descriptor. This method
is based on the Shape Context method developed by Belongie
et al.[6] For reference points at the nose, centroid, and tail,
we compute a coarse histogram of the polar locations of all
other boundary points relative to the given reference point.
Radius values are normalized by the mean value of all radial
measurements for the given reference point, while orientation
is taken relative to the estimated longitudinal axis of the
object. The second descriptor is the Area Ratio Binning (ARB)
descriptor. This method subdivides the silhouette bounding
box into cartesian bins and records the ratio of object area
to bin area for each bin. For each descriptor, bin values
are concatenated into single descriptor vectors to describe
the entire silhouette mass distribution. The two descriptors
are independent means of obtaining coarse shape distribution
information from silhouette images.

Scale invariance is achieved by both feature descriptors.
The NCT-Polar descriptor normalizes radial histogram values
at each reference point by the mean of all radial measurements
from that reference point, thus making the method invariant
to changes in scale. The ARB descriptor vector is populated
by area ratios, and is consequently scale invariant as well.

Binary classification of aircraft/non-aircraft is achieved
by use of support vector machine (SVM) classifiers. We
developed two independent SVM classifiers - one for
each feature descriptor. Relative performance in binary
classification is compared in the Results Section.

1) Longitudinal Axis Estimation and Nose/Tail Designa-
tion: Reasonable estimation of the potential aircraft longitu-
dinal axis is necessary for acceptable classifier performance.
While estimation of the longitudinal axis does not provide
rotational invariance to the feature descriptor methods, it
does significantly reduce variability due to changing object
orientation and relative camera viewpoint.

Our axis estimation method finds the longest line contained
in the object silhouette that passes through the object centroid,
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as shown in figure 2. This method is stable for most relative
orientations of aircraft, and extremely simple to compute. It
is clear that this method breaks down when the observed
wingspan length is comparable or greater than the observed
fuselage length. However, a time history of the object motion
could be used to reject the wingspan as the longitudinal axis.

Once the longitudinal axis is estimated, nose and tail
points are designated. Correct designation of the nose and
tail is crucial for consistency of feature descriptor generation,
and thus crucial for acceptable classifier performance. If we
incorrectly assign nose and tail, shape distribution information
will be inconsistently packaged into our training and testing
descriptor vectors.

The current method of assigning nose versus tail is based
on local convexity of the silhouette at the extrema of the
longitudinal axis (intersections of longitudinal axis with object
boundary).

if A1

C1
≥ A2

C2
then

Nose← P1

Tail← P2

else
Nose← P2

Tail← P1

end if
Pi ≡ extremum i of longitudinal axis (i = 1,2)
Ai ≡ area of silhouette in local region about Pi

Ci ≡ convex hull of silhouette in local region about Pi

This method is by no means ideal. As will be discussed
when presenting results, nose/tail misdesignation with the
current method is common. However, given a time history
of the object motion we could greatly reduce or eliminate
nose/tail misdesignation (for aircraft).

With the nose and tail designated, the binary image is
rotated such that the longitudinal axis is parallel to the image
x-axis, and the nose is to the right (positive x-direction) of the
object centroid, as shown in figure 2. All subsequent feature
descriptor generation is done on this rotated image. The benefit
of this rotation is that it removes a high degree of variance
due to changing object orientation and camera viewpoint.

Fig. 2. Longitudinal Axis Estimation. (Left Image)Original binary image
with estimate of longitudinal axis(red) and object centroid(blue) overlaid.
(Right image) Rotated binary image, longitudinal axis(red), nose point(green),
centroid(blue), and tail point(yellow) overlaid.

2) Nose-Centroid-Tail Polar (NCT-Polar) Feature Descrip-
tor: The NCT-Polar descriptor encodes shape distribution
information of the silhouette image. Due to the high within-
class variance of aircraft, we do not want to over-train our
classifier to specific aircraft shapes, so we want the shape
information to be coarse. First, the object boundary is sampled.

We are careful not to oversample in order to ensure that we
extract coarse shape information.

For reference points at the nose, centroid, and tail, we
compute a 2D histogram of the polar locations of all other
sampled boundary points relative to the given reference point,
as depicted in figure 3. Radius values are normalized by the
mean of all the radius measurements for the given reference
point. Orientation is taken with respect to the longitudinal axis.
Radius and orientation values are discretely binned to form the
2D histogram. The 2D histogram data is concatenated into a
descriptor vector for each reference point. Finally, these three
descriptor vectors (nose, centroid, tail) are concatenated into
one descriptor vector.

Fig. 3. NCT-Polar Descriptor Method. (Left Image)Binary image with green
lines overlaid from nose point to sampled boundary points. (Left middle)
Nose, Centroid, and Tail r-theta histograms. (Right middle) Histogram bin
values concatenated into nose, centroid, and tail descriptor vectors. (Right)
Nose, centroid, and tail descriptor vectors concatenated into one descriptor
vector.

A key distinction between our NCT-Polar descriptor and
the Shape Context method is that the latter populates its
histograms with log r values. This places a higher weight on
local shape distribution at each reference point, which makes
sense in many applications. However, in our application,
due to the high within-class shape variance of aircraft, we
instead populate our histograms with unaltered radius values.
We allow the SVM classifier to find the proper distribution
weighting to best classify.

3) Area Ratio Binning (ARB) Feature Descriptor: The
ARB descriptor method essentially aims to extract the same
coarse shape information from the object as the NCT-Polar
method. However, its approach is fundamentally different.
The silhouette bounding box is subdivided into a cartesian
grid as depicted in figure 4. Grid spacing is yet again chosen
such that we do not overly sample the shape information.

Each cartesian grid is assigned an area ratio value as shown
below. Grid values are ultimately concatenated into a single
descriptor vector, as is done for the NCT-Polar descriptor.

g[p, q] =

∑
b[x,y]∑
1[x,y]

,∀[x, y] ∈ binpq
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Fig. 4. ARB Descriptor Method. (Left) Binary Image with ARB bin edges
overlaid. (Middle) Matrix of bin area ratio values. (Right) Concatenated
descriptor vector.

b[x, y] ≡ binary image value at pixel [x,y]
g[p, q] ≡ ARB grid value at binpq

4) Training Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classifier: For
each of the two feature descriptors, a SVM classifier was
trained. The libSVM open-source library was used to train
and test classifiers.[9] Several kernels were tried for each
feature descriptor. For both cases, the linear kernel performed
best, indicating that in the high-dimensional feature spaces the
training data was linearly separable by a hyperplane.

Figure 5 shows some characteristic training images used.
Positive aircraft training images came from multiple views
of two toy aircraft models (one commercial, one military).
Negative images came from publicly available online images
of helicopters and blimps, along with multiple views of one
toy helicopter model. This training set was satisfactory for
a proof-of-concept, but is in no way sufficient for rigorous
justification of the methods presented.

Fig. 5. SVM Training Images. (Top Left) Positive label: commercial aircraft.
(Bottom Left) Positive label: military aircraft. (Top Right) Negative label:
helicopter. (Bottom Right) Negative label: Blimp.

IV. RESULTS

A. Detection

The RANSAC detection algorithm results are shown in
figure 6.

This method still relies on differencing of grayscale images,
so it can be difficult to detect clean aircraft silhouettes when
the plane is flying over areas of intensity comparable to
its own. However, even in this case, the affine-transformed
difference image is less cluttered, providing the classification

Fig. 6. The two top images were compared. Naive differencing produced
the bottom-left result. Differencing after performing the affine transformation
found by RANSAC produced the bottom-right.

algorithm with fewer false positives, and cleaner images to
process.

B. Classification

Classification results were obtained from testing on 163
binary silhouette images. These images were obtained from
still shots of three aircraft models, two helicopter models,
and one toy bear model. These testing models were different
than the training models. Multiple images, each with varying
viewpoint and model orientation, were obtained for each
model. While this testing set was satisfactory for a proof-
of-concept, it is not sufficient for rigorous justification of
methods.

Though many viewpoints and relative object orientations
were captured in the training and testing images, it should
be noted that we omitted specific orientations that potentially
could cause problems. The first such relative viewpoint is a
perfect sideview, where no aircraft wing would be present. The
second omitted viewpoint was directly viewing nose or tail.
We have not yet addressed these cases. However, this would
be a first step in future work.

It is important to note that the images used to test were not
obtained from the automatic detection method presented in this
paper. However, the detection algorithm provides images in the
exact same format, the only difference being the presence of
a few false positive blobs. The impact of these extra blobs on
results would only be a slight slowdown of the classification
process vs. using training images due to the added time in
calculating false positive blob properties.

C. Longitudinal Axis Estimation and Nose/Tail Designation

Longitudinal axis estimation was largely successful. How-
ever, nose/tail designation results were poor. This is consistent
with the weakness of the local convexity method used to
designate nose/tail. However, a time history of aircraft motion
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TABLE I
NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR AXIS FIT

Fit Percent of Test Images
Good 61.4

Reversed 29.1
Poor 9.5

TABLE II
NCT-POLAR CLASSIFIER

True Positives = 56 False Positives = 33
False Negatives = 40 True Negatives = 34

would disambiguate the nose and tail, and thus the problem
of misdesignation is minor.

Figure 7 shows example images of good and bad axis esti-
mation, along with correct and incorrect nose/tail designation.
For clarity, we define “Good”, “Reversed”, and “Poor” fit as:

1) Good fit - satisfactory estimation of longitudinal axis
and correct nose/tail designation

2) Reversed fit - satisfactory estimation of longitudinal axis
with incorrect nose/tail designation

3) Poor fit - poor estimation of longitudinal axis

Fig. 7. Axis Fit and Nose/Tail Designation. (Left Image) Good fit. (Center
Image) Reversed fit. (Right Image) Poor Fit.

Table I provides numerical results for fit.

D. SVM Testing

Longitudinal axis estimation and nose/tail designation had
a massive effect on classifier performance. Aircraft classifica-
tion, when considering the whole set of test image results,
was mediocre to poor. Conversely, results were promising
when strictly considering test images for which we achieved
“good” longitudinal axis and nose/tail fit, as defined in the
previous section. The following tables and charts quantify the
classification results for the two cases: (1) All data , and (2)
“Good Fit” data.

1) All Data: See tables II and III.
2) Good Fit Data: See tables IV and V. To better un-

derstand these results, figure 8 provides a Receiver Operator
Characteristic (ROC) with the four cases plotted. Clearly, the
classifiers perform far better for the “Good Fit” data. Further-
more, the ARB classifier looks to be a slightly better classifier

TABLE III
ARB CLASSIFIER

True Positives = 61 False Positives = 29
False Negatives = 35 True Negatives = 38

TABLE IV
NCT-POLAR CLASSIFIER

True Positives = 54 False Positives = 17
False Negatives = 4 True Negatives = 27

TABLE V
ARB CLASSIFIER

True Positives = 52 False Positives = 11
False Negatives = 6 True Negatives = 33

than the NCT-Polar. However, with the limited training and
testing datasets used to generate these results, we cannot make
any definitive claims in this regard.

Fig. 8. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) for classification testing.

V. CONCLUSION

A. Detection

Generating a background motion model using RANSAC
performed well at cleaning up the differenced image in prepa-
ration for the classification algorithm. This greatly reduced the
number of false positives that would have been produced had
the camera motion not somehow been accounted for. The chief
shortcoming of the current implementation is that the SIFT
feature matching and RANSAC algorithm cannot be run in
real time. Some of this speed could be regained by using faster
features such as SURF and dedicated hardware. For future
implementations, an interesting problem would be to generate
the motion model based on the camera’s own measurements
to enable real-time processing.

B. Classification

When the longitudinal axis was well-estimated and the
nose/tail designation was correct, both the NCT-Polar and
ARB SVM classifiers performed well on our limited test
dataset. The classifiers were able to allow for a fair amount
of within-class variance in the aircraft class while doing a
solid job of properly classifying the negative images. While
estimation of the longitudinal axis orientation performed well,
designation of nose/tail was poor in testing. The authors are
not concerned about this poor result for two reasons: (1) a
time history of the object motion could be used to correctly
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designate the nose and tail, and (2) the method used to
designate nose/tail is crude, and was known to be so ahead of
testing. Overall, the classification results are very promising.
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Appendix:	  Work	  Breakdown	  
	  
Throughout	  the	  course	  of	  the	  project,	  there	  was	  a	  lot	  of	  discourse	  where	  ideas	  were	  
thrown	  around.	  Because	  of	  this,	  it	  is	  difficult	  to	  label	  any	  ideas	  as	  solely	  one	  
member’s	  or	  the	  other’s.	  	  
	  
Regarding	  the	  actual	  work	  in	  coding,	  poster	  composition,	  and	  report	  writing,	  the	  
work	  was	  split	  very	  evenly.	  The	  project	  decoupled	  quite	  cleanly	  into	  detection	  and	  
classification.	  Marcus	  was	  responsible	  for	  the	  detection	  code	  and	  Jose	  took	  care	  of	  
the	  classification	  code.	  However,	  as	  mentioned	  above,	  there	  was	  plenty	  of	  cross-‐talk	  
and	  bouncing	  ideas	  off	  of	  one	  another	  on	  all	  aspects	  of	  the	  project.	  
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